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Multi-level modeling techniques have refined the precision with which researchers might predict behaviors in organizations, yet these techniques have also opened the door to a myriad of questions concerning conceptualization, operationalization, and measurement of constructs across organizational levels. The operationalization of group-level constructs typically derives from a specified composition model (e.g., Chan, 1998; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000). Composition models describe how constructs operationalized at one level of analysis are related to other forms of the constructs at different levels of analysis. The specific composition model (or functional relations among constructs at different levels) is typically derived from theory and operationalized as some combination (e.g., aggregation) of the lower-level units. In addition to providing a theoretical rationale for the chosen composition model, researchers also provide empirical evidence to support the aggregation of lower-level units to produce a meaningful indicator of the higher-level construct. The specification of the composition model and method of composition are crucial for operationalizing higher-order constructs. Thus, it is standard for researchers to provide these two pieces of information to justify how a given construct is conceptualized and operationalized, when its measurement is based on data aggregated from lower-level units (e.g., individual perceptions) to higher levels (e.g., team/group).

Chan’s (1998) typology of composition models was the first typology to guide researchers on methods of aggregation, and Chan used climate as his exemplar. This typology served to coordinate the efforts of multi-level researchers to use comparable operationalizations of group-level constructs and aggregation statistics to justify composition models. As a result, a sizeable amount of research can now be synthesized via meta-analysis to make meaningful comparisons across composition models used to operationalize work climates.

The most commonly used composition models in multi-level research, particularly in climate research, have been direct consensus and referent-shift consensus (van Mierlo, Vermunt, & Rutte, 2009). Direct consensus typically aggregates survey items that begin with an individual perception (e.g., “I believe …”) whereas referent-shift consensus typically aggregates survey items that reflect an individual’s perception of some higher-level structure (e.g., “My team believes …”). Although both have been used to operationalize work climates, it is not clear which composition method is most appropriate in this domain. Researchers have argued that using the appropriate referent at a given level of analysis would predict same-level outcomes better (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000; Mathieu & Chen, 2011; Rousseau, 1985). However, in climate research some authors leave the referent at the individual level whereas others changed the referent to reflect the higher-level structure. In some instances, the specific aggregation was driven by the most convenient data collection procedure, with little regard to bandwidth or theoretical relevance. However, if the level of measurement differs from the level of analysis, one needs to justify the aggregation strategy (Mathieu & Chen, 2011). In their review of the work climate literature, Kuenzi and Schminke (2009) highlighted that the work climate literature has not been consistent in how climate is measured such that no standard has emerged. We intend to help resolve this issue by using meta-analysis to compare climate studies that have changed the referent to a higher
organizational level and those that left the referent at the individual level prior to aggregation. Specifically, we conducted a comparative study of referent-shift consensus and direct consensus composition models for organizational climate.¹

**Theoretical and Empirical Background**

*Composition Models*

Kozlowski and Klein (2000) note, “[t]he first and foremost task in crafting a multi-level theory or study is to define, justify, and explain the level of each focal construct that constitutes the theoretical system” (p. 27). If there is a mismatch between the levels of theory, measurement, and/or statistical analysis, empirical results may not be interpretable with regard to theoretical or methodological linkages among the constructs (Klein, Conn, Smith, & Sorra, 2001; Klein, Dansereau, & Hall, 1994; Mathieu & Chen, 2011; Rousseau, 1985). In addition, many researchers select one of the composition models but fail to conceptually and/or methodologically justify their choice of composition model (van Mierlo et al., 2009). Lack of consideration of composition issues results in ambiguity that obscures interpretation of results. As such, our primary objective is to examine the referent in aggregation of individual perceptions used to operationalize the higher-level construct—using climate as an exemplar.

*Direct Consensus Model*

As presented by Chan (1998), the direct consensus composition model “uses within-group consensus of the lower level unit as the functional relationship to specify how the construct conceptualized and operationalized at the lower level is functionally isomorphic to another form of the construct at the higher level” (p. 237). The operationalization of constructs using the direct consensus composition model involves two defining characteristics. First, the constructs are conceptualized and defined at each level of analysis. Within work climate research, psychological climates are typically operationalized as the individuals’ responses to survey items (and generating a composite score at the individual level), and organizational (or group, team, work unit) climates are operationalized as the mean of individual responses within each group (James et al., 2008). Second, the researcher should explain a priori conditions for aggregation. The second component is the appropriate justification needed to aggregate the individual responses to the higher-level construct. Within-group agreement assessments examine the interchangeability of individual composite scores using statistical metrics (e.g., r_wg, ICC, AD) following recommendations provided by James, Demaree, and Wolf (1984) and Burke and Dunlap (2002). Sufficient agreement should exist in individual-level responses to demonstrate that the chosen aggregation method provides a reliable and valid group-level measure (van Mierlo et al., 2009).

*Referent-Shift Consensus Model*

Referent-shift consensus shares the same two defining characteristics as direct consensus (Chan, 1998). The primary difference between referent-shift consensus and direct
consensus arises from a shift in the referent from the individual to the collective. The shift in referent is accomplished by simply changing the referent in each survey item from “I” (in direct consensus) to “we” or “the group” (in referent-shift consensus—or some other indicator that refers to the higher level). Referent-shift consensus and direct consensus create indicators of two conceptually distinct constructs at the individual level of analysis. As such, a question arises as to whether aggregate data derived from one or both composition models can serve as meaningful indicators of a particular higher-level construct. Although there is some agreement in the research literature that referent-shift consensus is the most appropriate model for measuring some group-level constructs such as collective efficacy (Arthur, Bell, & Edwards, 2007; Whiteoak, Chalip, & Hort, 2004), there seems to be no consensus regarding its appropriateness for operationalizing other group constructs such as climates. There are examples of climates operationalized using referent-shift consensus (e.g., Glisson & James, 2002; Mason & Griffin, 2003) and examples using direct consensus (e.g., Wallace, Popp, & Mondore, 2006).

Comparative Primary Studies

In the years since Chan’s typology, there have been dozens of studies using either the referent-shift consensus or direct consensus models of aggregation. Because they have both been used to operationalize climates it would be helpful for researchers to know which of these is most appropriate because the specific composition model is not always evident. There seems to be broad agreement that the group consensus method of composition (i.e., all group members collectively respond to items related to group-level constructs) is likely the composition model that results in the highest validities with performance as the criterion (i.e., Gibson, Randel, & Earley, 2000; Kirkman, Tesluk, & Rosen, 2001; Quigley, Tekleab, & Tesluk, 2007). However, these and other authors (e.g., Arthur et al., 2007; Whiteoak et al., 2004) note that the group consensus method is a very laborious method for participants and researchers by requiring a great deal of time and resources. This is one reason why Arthur et al. (2007) focused exclusively on a comparative examination of referent-shift consensus and direct consensus. Arthur et al. (2007) found that the referent-shift consensus method of defining collective efficacy is a stronger predictor of performance over time than direct consensus.

Although a few primary studies directly compared composition models in the same study, there remains a great deal of discrepancy concerning the utility of changing the referent for aggregation (van Mierlo et al., 2009). As such, we examined the relevant literature and meta-analytically compared the referent-shift consensus model of aggregation to the direct consensus method of aggregation by focusing on climate. We chose climate as our exemplar for several reasons. First, as discussed in more detail below, there are theoretical reasons for expecting employees’ climate assessments made via direct consensus and referent-shift consensus methods to qualitatively differ, with referent-shift consensus assessments producing less affectively based appraisals of work environment characteristics (Burke, Borucki, & Hurley, 1992). Second, climate is a well-researched multi-level construct with researchers...
using both the direct consensus approach (e.g., Hofmann & Stetzer, 1998; Neal & Griffin, 2006; Schulte, Ostroff, Shmulyian, & Kinicki, 2009; Wallace et al., 2006) and the referent-shift consensus approach (e.g., Arthur et al., 2007; Whiteoak et al., 2004; Zohar, 2000). Third, climate captures the ambient stimuli (Hackman, 1986) that pervade the majority of higher-order constructs that are indicated by shared perceptions. Ambient stimuli are the background factors that influence team or group functioning and cue group members of the appropriate and inappropriate behaviors within the group. Over time, ambient stimuli help to establish group norms that partially direct group members’ focus. By comparing the inferences made from different compositional models, future researchers can make more informed decisions about which model is appropriate to use in a given context.

Climate as a Composition Exemplar

Organizational climate refers to the shared perceptions among members of an organization with regard to policies, procedures, and practices. In other words, climate is an “experientially based description of what people see and report happening to them in an organizational situation” (Ostroff, Kinicki, & Tamkins, 2003: 566). Climate can be conceptualized both at the individual level (psychological climate; e.g., Barling, Loughlin, & Kelloway, 2002) and at the group or unit level (e.g., Hofmann & Stetzer, 1996). At the group or unit level, climate is the sharedness of member perceptions commonly operationalized under a specific leader, supervisor, group, or other organizational unit (Zohar, 2002). The focus of the present study is on group- or unit-level climates, but we used the term “organizational climate” to describe our group-level foci of climates (cf. James et al., 2008).

Burke et al. (1992) explained that climate can be further conceptualized as higher-order and first-order climates (see Table 1). This hierarchical perspective is similar to the partitioning of climates into foundation and specific climates later proposed by Schneider and colleagues (Schneider & Bowen, 1993; Schneider, Bowen, Ehrhart, & Holcombe, 2000). The distinction between climates rests in the bandwidth of the climate (Cronbach & Gleser, 1965). That is, higher-order climates refer to those shared perceptions for larger, more encompassing environments and entities (i.e., relative to one’s overall, personal well-being or the well-being of another stakeholder group). Within a service context, Burke et al. (1992) defined two higher-order climates: concern for employees and concern for customers. First-order climate constructs refer to those shared perceptions that are more specific to functional areas or strategic foci (e.g., safety, justice) and are described in Table 1.

To address our research question of whether the referent in aggregation of climates makes a difference in terms of validity, we decided to use the higher-order climates. We made this decision for several reasons. First, science is driven by parsimony. Rather than looking at a multitude of smaller, specific climates that can vary across organizations and industries, we examined the two higher-order climates that are theoretically posited to be present in all organizations (Burke, Borucki, & Kaufman, 2002; Burke et al., 1992; James et al., 2008). Second, the affective component of an employee’s climate assessments is only expected to meaningfully vary in regard to the stakeholder or stakeholder group that is the focus of the climate assessment (e.g., oneself, customers, suppliers, and so on). As discussed in more detail below, the affective component of
employees’ climate assessments is expected to be uniformly strong when assessing all aspects of the work environment that impact them but uniformly lower in affect intensity when evaluating work attributes in relation to another stakeholder group such as customers. This expectation suggests the need to focus on the examination of aggregated higher-order climate scores that relate to these stakeholders when testing predictive relationships. Third, a growing body of empirical evidence supports the tenability of these higher-order climates as predictors of organizationally relevant outcomes (e.g., Alexandrov, Babakus, & Yavas, 2007; Borucki & Burke, 1999; Burke et al., 1992; Burke, Rupinski, Dunlap, & Davison, 1996; Chuang & Liao, 2010; Takeuchi, Chen, & Lepak, 2009; Towler, Lezotte, & Burke, 2011; Vaslow, 1999; Yoon, Beatty, & Suh, 2001). Hence, for theoretical, empirical, and practical reasons, we used the two higher-order climates (concern for employees and customers) to compare direct consensus and referent-shift consensus.

### Hypotheses and Expectations

As a test of our hypotheses, we selected the more prominent outcomes of interests to climate scholars (Bowen & Ostroff, 2004; Burke et al., 1992; Ostroff & Bowen, 2000; Ostroff et al., 2003; Schneider, Ehrhart, Mayer, Saltz, & Niles-Jolly, 2005; Schneider, White, & Paul, 1998); these include job performance, customer service (i.e., external customer service ratings), and work attitudes. We selected these outcomes for a variety of reasons.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burke, Borucki, and Hurley’s (1992) First- and Higher-Order Psychological Climate Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesized First-Order Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concern for employees—higher-order factor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmonetary reward orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work group cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Means emphasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concern for customers—higher-order factor</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational service orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human resource–related obstacles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merchandise-related obstacles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First, one of the more important and common criterion variables in the organizational sciences is job performance (Austin & Crespin, 2006; Austin & Villanova, 1992). We operationalized performance using performance ratings and similar indices, which corresponded to internal performance of the units. A general argument within the work climate literature is that, within business units, general and human resource management practices (such as training and reward practices) are implemented to produce a consistent level of employee performance (see Kopelman, Brief, & Guzzo, 1990; Schneider et al., 1998).

Second, external customer service ratings and similar indices that correspond to external performance of the units were used. A number of authors have argued that work climate variables at the boundary of the organization underlie customer perceptions of services rendered, with emphasis placed on aspects of climates that pertain to organizational service orientation and barriers to the provision of high levels of service (e.g., Johnson, 1996; Schneider & Bowen, 1993; Towler et al., 2011). Notably, both customer perceptions of service and employee performance have been shown, at the business unit level, to relate to business unit financial performance (e.g., Allen & Wilburn, 2002; Borucki & Burke, 1999; Schneider, Macey, Lee, & Young, 2009), which is indicative of overall effectiveness. Furthermore, the relationships between work climate and the two performance criteria correspond, conceptually, to a climate for employees–job performance (internal ~ job performance) and a climate for customers–customer perceptions of service (external ~ customer service performance) relationship.

Third, climate researchers (Carr, Schmidt, Ford, & DeShon, 2003; Ostroff & Bowen, 2000; Ostroff et al., 2003) have argued for and supported the notion that climates help shape individual (e.g., Seibert, Silver, & Randolph, 2004) and shared employee attitudes (e.g., Richardson & Vandenberg, 2005). The general and long-standing conceptual argument is that work environments that foster higher levels of worker autonomy, influence, and control will engender higher levels of employee attitudes including but not limited to job satisfaction, involvement, and identification with the business unit or organization (see James, Demaree, Mulaik, & Ladd, 1992; Takeuchi et al., 2009). Therefore, our third outcome is employee attitudes, aggregated to the unit level.

The extant literature provides many excellent examples of research demonstrating significant relationships between various first-order climates and performance (e.g., Carr et al., 2003; Christian, Bradley, Wallace, & Burke, 2009; Patterson, Warr, & West, 2004; Zohar, 2000, 2002) and shared attitudes (e.g., Richardson & Vandenberg, 2005). We expect our findings to be similar, such that both a climate for employees and a climate for customers are positively related to job performance, customer service performance, and attitudes. Thus, positive relationships with our three outcomes are expected regardless of the manner in which the climate data were aggregated (direct consensus or referent-shift consensus).

Beyond the expected replications discussed in the preceding paragraph, we expect a differential pattern to emerge with regard to the relationships between methods of aggregation (referent-shift consensus versus direct consensus). Chan (1998) argued that the choice of aggregation is dependent on both the conceptual and the empirical justification for the specific measurement. Thus, we provide the conceptual justification and meta-analytic evidence for empirical justification for referent-shift consensus and direct consensus. There is a long history of distinction between aggregated psychological climate (consistent with the direct consensus approach) and aggregated measures of work-unit climate (consistent with
referent-shift consensus) (Glick, 1985; James, 1982). From a conceptual standpoint, the distinction between these two levels of measurement would lead to differential prediction of outcomes based on the alignment by level of the construct.

Burke et al. (1992) defined climates as cognitive appraisals of the work environment, which may differ in the extent to which they are driven by affect. The influence of affect is dependent upon whether or not a worker is appraising the work environment relative to oneself or with respect to others. Affective intensity will be greater for an individual’s valuations of his or her own work attributes as opposed to other organizational constituents (e.g., groups/teams). This position is consistent with other conceptualizations of cognitive appraisals of event-based emotional experience such as work on the cognitive structure of emotional experience (Ortony, Clore, & Collins, 1988). Event-based emotional experiences are categorized as fortunes-of-self and fortunes-of-others emotions. The important implication is that assessments of concern for employees or concern for customers (as higher-order climate constructs as well as with respect to first-order factors or climates) are expected to qualitatively differ when the climate items are posed in terms of self-evaluations (direct consensus) versus employees as a collective (referent-shift consensus to the relevant group level). That is, an employee’s assessment of the work environment relative to oneself is driven more by affective evaluation than is the employee’s assessment of how the work environment impacts the goals and interests of others inside and outside of one’s workgroup. As such, an employee’s assessment of how the work environment impacts the shared goals and interests of others inside and outside of one’s workgroup is less affectively based in comparison to his or her assessments of how the work environment impacts him or her personally (Burke et al., 1992; James et al., 2008; James & James, 1989; Mathieu & Chen, 2011; Ortony et al., 1988). As a result, we posit that aggregated climate scores determined via a referent-shift consensus would be expected to have a stronger cognitive base whereas aggregated climate scores determined via direct consensus would have a stronger affective base. Job performance and customer service performance are more cognitively laden and are driven more strongly by shared cognitive processes (DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus, 2010). Therefore, aggregated climate scores determined via a referent-shift consensus method should be more strongly related to indices of effectiveness (e.g., job performance and customer service performance). In contrast, while we fully acknowledge that attitudes are cognitively derived, they are also affectively laden (Thoresen, Kaplan, Barsky, Warren, & de Chermont, 2003). Because aggregated climate scores determined via direct consensus methods are theoretically more affective based than performance, they should be more strongly related to attitudes. In sum, cognitively laden constructs (referent-shift consensus climate, performance, and customer service) should be matched conceptually as should affectively laden constructs (direct consensus climate, attitudes). We expected that climate-outcome relationships would be stronger when the respective predictor and criterion variables are more closely conceptually matched in terms of their cognitive and affective bases (e.g., referent-shift consensus and performance) than when they are less closely matched (e.g., direct consensus and performance). Thus, our hypotheses are as follows:

Climates and Performance

Hypothesis 1: Concern for employee climate via referent-shift consensus aggregation will be a stronger positive predictor of performance than concern for employee climate via direct consensus.
Hypothesis 2: Concern for customer climate via referent-shift consensus aggregation will be a stronger positive predictor of performance than concern for customer climate via direct consensus.

Climates and Customer Service Performance

Hypothesis 3: Concern for employee climate via referent-shift consensus aggregation will be a stronger positive predictor of customer service performance than concern for employee climate via direct consensus.

Hypothesis 4: Concern for customer climate via referent-shift consensus aggregation will be a stronger positive predictor of customer service performance than concern for customer climate via direct consensus.

Climates and Attitudes

Hypothesis 5: Concern for employee climate via direct consensus aggregation will be a stronger positive predictor of attitudes than concern for employee climate via referent-shift consensus.

Hypothesis 6: Concern for customer climate via direct consensus aggregation will be a stronger positive predictor of attitudes than concern for customer climate via referent-shift consensus.

The justification for Hypotheses 1–6 was that climate-outcome relationships would be stronger when they are theoretically and conceptually matched than when they are mismatched. A potentially important moderator of our hypothesized relationships is the climate-outcome match on levels of measurement. That is, stronger relationships will be observed when direct consensus climate is aligned with direct consensus unit-level outcomes and referent-shift climate is aligned with referent-shift unit-level outcomes. For example, Hypothesis 1 predicts a stronger correlation between performance and concern for employee climate when climate is aggregated via referent-shift than via direct consensus. However, we would also argue that when concern for employee climate is aggregated via referent-shift consensus, relationships will be stronger when performance is also aggregated via referent-shift consensus (compared to direct consensus). Likewise, although we expect overall lower validities when concern for employee climate is aggregated via direct consensus (compared to referent-shift), the relationship with performance will be stronger when performance is also aggregated via direct consensus than referent-shift consensus. A crossover interaction is unlikely though because we would posit that the theoretical match has a stronger influence on validity than the measurement match, much akin to the long-held observation that construct variance is more influential than method variance on observed validities. That is, the relationship between concern for employees via direct consensus matched with performance via direct consensus is not likely to exceed the relationship between concern for employees via referent-shift matched with performance via direct consensus. Thus, a referent-shift climate will still be a stronger predictor of performance (regardless of matched aggregation) than direct consensus climate.

The same rationale would hold for both customer service performance and attitudes. Specifically, customer service performance and attitudes aggregation (referent-shift versus
direct consensus) will moderate the climate-outcome relationships such that stronger relationships are observed for climate-outcome relationships matched by level of measurement. An examination of aggregation indices of widely used criteria such as performance and attitudes represents a significant contribution to the literature. Although most prior multi-level research has focused attention on justifying aggregation of the predictor (e.g., climate), authors have made it clear that alignment of constructs according to measurement and analysis would include justification for aggregating unit-level criterion constructs using individual-level scores (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000; Mathieu & Chen, 2011; Rousseau, 1985). The operationalization of multi-level criterion constructs, and performance in particular, has received very little research attention because performance data are often collected for non-research purposes (e.g., archived performance data provided by the organization). Thus, to test substantive multi-level theories, researchers are often forced to use the most convenient measure of unit-level performance, regardless of measurement aggregation. Nevertheless, conceptual and empirical justification for aggregated performance data is as important as for unit-level climate data.

Method

Literature Search

A search was conducted to identify all unpublished and published manuscripts about climates aggregated to the group, unit, or team level. Included in our definition of work climates were variations on the following generally accepted climate definition: shared employee perceptions of the policies, practices, procedures, and/or behaviors that are rewarded, supported, and/or expected with regard to some focal aspect of the workplace (e.g., safety, service, leadership, diversity, ethics). Keywords for the literature searches included combinations of the following keywords: climate, composition model, direct consensus, and referent-shift consensus. Electronic literature searches were conducted through August 2011 of databases including ABIInform, Google Scholar, PsycINFO, and Social Sciences Citation Index. In addition, we conducted manual searches of major journals relevant to organizational sciences (e.g., Academy of Management Journal, Journal of Applied Psychology, Personnel Psychology, Journal of Management, Journal of Organizational Behavior) to locate articles that did not surface in the database searches as well as conference programs for relevant presentations in recent years. We also consulted reference sections of recent climate review articles to identify additional studies (e.g., Kuenzi & Schminke, 2009). Finally, we reviewed the reference sections of our identified studies and conducted cited reference searches to identify any other relevant studies. The initial searches yielded 136 potential articles.

Criteria for Inclusion

Two of the study authors independently evaluated each study using the following inclusion criteria. To be included in the meta-analysis, we retained studies that (a) reported an effect size between one or more climates and one or more aggregated attitudes and/or one or
more performance indicators; (b) presented relationships for climate and criterion variables at the group, team, or unit levels; and (c) provided appropriate justification for aggregation of variables (or enough data to ascertain aggregation suitability). Initial agreement regarding study inclusion was 99%. In the few cases of disagreement, three of the study authors went back to the primary studies to reach consensus. After implementing our inclusion criteria 58 independent samples from 50 studies and 171 effect sizes were used in our analyses.

Coding of Studies

The coding process was conducted by three of the present study’s authors. Initially, two individuals coded all studies, and the results were compared. Initial agreement was 92%. In instances of disagreement, a third researcher also coded the study, and all three researchers met to arrive at a consensus through discussion.

Categorization of Criterion Variables

To categorize criterion variables, two of the present study’s authors independently sorted them into the pre-determined categories of group/team/unit level (a) attitudes, (b) job performance, and (c) customer service performance.

Group/Team/Unit Attitudes

Attitudes were defined as beliefs and evaluations that focus on specific aspects of work. It was relatively simple to identify and sort attitudes because most studies used consistent construct labels (e.g., job satisfaction was consistently used across studies to describe that variable). In studies where it was less obvious, we sorted them by examining the survey items. The variables sorted as attitudes were job satisfaction, organizational commitment, support, sense of empowerment, and cynicism. We recorded the specific attitude measured (e.g., satisfaction, commitment). Then, we generated a composite measure of attitudes (see Harrison, Newman, & Roth, 2006), consistent with the objectives of the present study. Relevant constructs were reverse-coded (e.g., cynicism) before creating the broader attitude composite. In addition, for primary studies with multiple attitudes, we created within-study composites before computing the attitude composite.

Job Performance

Based on construct labels and items used to measure performance in the primary studies, we sorted performance dimensions into the following categories: overall performance, task performance, contextual performance, safety performance, and sales performance. Consistent with the attitude variable, we combined all job performance dimensions into a single, omnibus composite. Relevant constructs were reverse-coded (e.g., counterproductive behaviors) before creating the broader performance composite. In addition, for primary studies with
multiple performance dimensions, we created within-study composites before computing the overall job performance composite.

**Customer Service Performance**

Measures of customer service were relatively easy to code because the same construct label was used consistently across studies. The primary difference between customer service performance and job performance (in the previous category) is that customer service was measured by sources external to the organization. Constructs were sorted into the dimensions of customer loyalty, customer service, and perceptions of quality (e.g., Gelade & Ivery, 2003; Liao & Chuang, 2004). Again all customer service constructs/dimensions were combined into a composite score for use in our analyses.

**Categorization of Climate Variables**

We sorted all climate categories into the framework proposed by Kuenzi and Schminke (2009). The 11 climate categories were based on the focal aspect of the climate (e.g., service, ethics, creativity, etc.). However, a few climates did not easily fit into Kuenzi and Schminke’s framework, so we added categories to accommodate additional climates. Next, we sorted the specific climates into the higher-order factors of (a) concern for customers and (b) concern for employees.

**Meta-Analytic Calculations**

We performed a “bare-bones” meta-analysis using the method of meta-analysis proposed by Raju and colleagues (RBNL procedure; Raju, Burke, Normand, & Langlois, 1991). We chose not to correct for measurement error for several reasons. First, information on the reliability of group-level measures (derived from individual-level scores) is typically not available in the literature. Second, although internal consistency reliability estimates for measures (based on individuals’ scores) are available in group-level studies, these reliabilities are inappropriate for correcting relationships based on group-level scores. Third, although ICC2 values (Bartko, 1976; James, 1982; Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) could have been used to correct correlations between group-level measures, we chose not to do so. ICC2 values were not uniformly reported in group-level studies, and arguably their use in the RBNL meta-analytic procedures would call for treating them as assumed fixed reliability estimates given how reliability was defined by Raju and colleagues (see Raju & Brand, 2003; Raju et al., 1991: Appendix A).

The RBNL procedure corrects for artifactual error (i.e., sampling error) and estimates appropriately defined standard errors for corrected correlations. Importantly, the RBNL procedures provide a random effects estimate of the standard error of mean rho when only simple sampling error (i.e., error due to N, the number of groups in this case) is taken into account. The reader is referred to Burke and Landis (2003) for the equation used to estimate
the standard error of the mean corrected correlation (assuming a random effects model) used in this meta-analysis. As noted by several authors, random effects models result in more accurate Type I error rates and confidence intervals than does a fixed effect model (e.g., Erez, Bloom, & Wells, 1996; Overton, 1998). We report 90% confidence intervals for each mean rho. We also computed credibility intervals, which show the extent that correlations varied across studies for a particular analysis distribution (Hunter & Schmidt, 2004).

Finally, in cases where studies provided multiple correlations from the same sample and the same constructs, we created a single effect to represent the range of non-independent effects using sample size–weighted average correlations (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). All computations were weighted by the number of groups and not the number of individuals.

**Results**

Table 2 presents the relationships between our two climate variables (concern for employees and customers—see “overall” category) and our three outcomes (attitudes, performance, customer service). Although we collapsed across climate operationalizations and present the results for an overall rating in Table 2, the tests of our hypotheses are a comparison of climates aggregated via referent-shift consensus and direct consensus. As expected, both climates were positively related to the outcomes, regardless of aggregation method.

Hypotheses 1 and 2 predicted that the relationships between concern for employee (Hypothesis 1) and concern for customers (Hypothesis 2) and job performance would be stronger when the climates were aggregated via referent-shift consensus compared to direct consensus. The relationship for referent-shift consensus ($M_\rho = .39$) was stronger than the relationship for direct consensus ($M_\rho = .30$). We should note that the confidence intervals did not overlap (the upper-bound confidence interval was .336 for direct consensus models, and the lower-bound confidence interval for the referent-shift models was .344), providing support for Hypothesis 1. For the test of Hypothesis 2, we only found one study of job performance that used direct consensus for operationalizing concern for customers. Thus, Hypothesis 2 could not be tested using available data. Nevertheless, the effect size for concern for customers via referent-shift consensus ($M_\rho = .41$) was relatively strong and consistent with our theoretical arguments.

Hypotheses 3 and 4 predicted that the relationships between concern for employees (Hypothesis 3) and concern for customers (Hypothesis 4) and customer service performance would be stronger when the climates were aggregated via referent-shift consensus compared to direct consensus. Concern for employees operationalized via referent-shift consensus ($M_\rho = .30$) was stronger than for direct consensus ($M_\rho = .24$); however, the confidence intervals overlapped, and thus Hypothesis 3 was not supported. Hypothesis 4 was not supported in that the two relationships were nearly identical ($M_\rho = .22$ for direct consensus and $M_\rho = .23$ for referent-shift consensus).

Finally, we hypothesized that concern for employees (Hypothesis 5) and concern for customers (Hypothesis 6) via direct consensus would be a stronger predictor of attitudes than referent-shift consensus. As shown in Table 3, we found support for Hypothesis 5 involving concern for employees, as direct consensus ($M_\rho = .64$) was stronger than referent-shift
We also predicted that aggregation of our outcome variables would moderate our hypothesized relationships. It is interesting to note that of our primary studies, only studies of job performance varied the criterion composition model. Thus, of 171 independent effects, only 42 (25%) differentiated among aggregation methods for our outcomes (i.e., had data for referent-shift and direct consensus), and all of them were for job performance. Furthermore, the vast majority originated from studies that measured concern for employee climates. Therefore, our moderator analyses (results presented in Table 3) are limited to concern for customers (\(M_\rho = .43\)). Hypothesis 6 could not be tested as there was only one relationship involving job attitudes for concern for customers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate</th>
<th>90% Conf. Int.</th>
<th>80% Cred. Int.</th>
<th>% Due to Artifacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concern for employees</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job attitudes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>78,674</td>
<td>3,628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct consensus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>74,713</td>
<td>3,175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent-shift</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5,499</td>
<td>541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>204,073</td>
<td>5,621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct consensus</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>183,730</td>
<td>4,018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent-shift</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>110,904</td>
<td>2,268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>99,300</td>
<td>3,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct consensus</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>90,580</td>
<td>3,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent-shift</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9,847</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concern for customers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>49,207</td>
<td>1,193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct consensus</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34,866</td>
<td>463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent-shift</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14,341</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service performance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>49,591</td>
<td>1,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct consensus</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38,238</td>
<td>752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referent-shift</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11,353</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: \(k\) = the number of independent effect sizes included in each analysis; \(N_i\) = number of individuals for studies providing this information; \(N_g\) = number of groups; \(SDr\) = standard deviation of uncorrected correlations; \(M_\rho\) = mean correlation corrected for sampling error; \(SE_{M_\rho}\) = standard error of \(M_\rho\); 90% Conf. Int. = 90% confidence interval for \(M_\rho\); \(SD_\rho\) = standard deviation of estimated \(\rho\)'s; 80% Cred. Int. = 80% credibility interval. Also, due to low sample size for concern for customers and job attitudes, we do not report effects for these relationships. \(k\) between direct consensus and referent-shift consensus do not always sum to the total overall \(k\) because some studies provided estimates for both aggregation models, and in these cases, we averaged the effects to create a single overall effect.

^Individual N data are unavailable for one sample of 300 groups.

Standard errors and confidence intervals for single correlations are based on the fixed effects model.
employees (direct consensus and referent-shift consensus) and job performance (direct consensus and referent-shift consensus). The results presented in Table 3 supported our expectations in that the climate-performance relationship was stronger when concern for employees and performance were matched by aggregation indices. That is, the relationship was stronger for concern for employee climate via direct consensus when performance was aggregated via direct consensus ($M_\rho = .27$) than via referent shift ($M_\rho = .18$). Likewise, when concern for employee climate was aggregated via referent-shift, the relationship with performance was stronger when performance was also aggregated via referent shift ($M_\rho = .43$) than via direct consensus ($M_\rho = .30$).

**Discussion**

At the onset of this paper, we set out with a rather simple but important question: Does the referent matter when composing work climate? As with most research, the answer appears to be: It depends. First, our research supports the overall notion that work climates predict important outcomes of interest for organizational scholars (i.e., job performance, external service performance, and attitudes). These findings hold true regardless of whether climate was aggregated via direct consensus or via referent-shift consensus and thus support a long stream of primary research (e.g., Richardson & Vandenberg, 2005; Schneider et al., 2005; Wallace & Chen, 2006; Zohar, 2000) and meta-analyses (e.g., Christian et al., 2009). Our overall results suggest that climates matter in organizations due to their moderate
relationships with important indicators of internal stakeholder success (i.e., unit-level employee attitudes and performance) and external stakeholders (i.e., unit-level external customer service performance).

The interesting findings were our theoretically expected differences with regard to form of climate composition. Multi-level theory suggests that referent-shift consensus should be a stronger positive predictor of job performance (Hypothesis 1) and external customer service performance (Hypothesis 3) than direct consensus. For example, Klein and colleagues (Klein et al., 1994; Kozlowski & Klein, 2000) suggested that relationships would be stronger if the climate and outcome variables are composed using the same referent at the same level of analysis. Although confidence intervals overlapped in one case, in terms of the direction and magnitude of effects, our results for Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 3 were consistent with this theoretical perspective. Our moderator analysis that involved concern for employees’ climate and job performance also supported Klein et al.’s (1994) theory. However, Hypotheses 5 and 6 proposed a qualitatively different pattern. We would argue that in addition to the levels of analyses, we need to consider the conceptualization of what the composition model captures. Due to the strong affective underpinnings of employee attitudes (Thoresen et al., 2003) and the more affectively laden aspect of aggregated data based on a direct consensus model (Burke, Chan-Serafin, Salvador, Smith, & Sarpy, 2008; Burke et al., 1992) we expected that direct consensus, not referent-shift consensus, would yield stronger relationships with attitudes. Our findings supported Hypothesis 5—direct consensus for climate for employees yielded stronger positive relationships with attitudes than referent-shift consensus methods. Due to a lack of primary studies we were unable to meta-analytically examine Hypotheses 2 and 6 (Hypothesis 2: Climate for Customers and Job Performance; Hypothesis 6: Climate for Customers and Attitudes).

**Theoretical and Practical Implications**

There are several theoretical implications of the present study. Primary research has often demonstrated that the group consensus method best captures group phenomena and outperforms other compositional methods (Gibson et al., 2000; Kirkman et al., 2001; Quigley et al., 2007). However, the consensus or group discussion model is not without criticisms. Namely, dominance by one individual who might intimidate other group members could result in a skewed view of the group phenomenon of interest (Anderson & Martin, 1999). There is also likely to be increased pressure on disagreeing members to quickly conform to group norms (Isenberg, 1986; Janis, 1971; Kiesler & Kiesler, 1969). Additionally, this method is much more labor intensive than alternatives due to the time necessary to reach consensus (Bettenhusen, 1991).

As a result, most researchers do not have the luxury of conducting multi-level studies following group consensus methods and are therefore often left deciding between direct consensus and referent-shift consensus methods. Indeed, we found only a few studies that used the group consensus composition model and were thus unable to include them in our meta-analysis. Although we found some evidence that the referent-shift consensus composition yielded stronger effect sizes than direct consensus, this was only true for
performance-related outcomes, but not for attitudes. Specifically, we obtained stronger effects when the outcome was conceptually matched with the appropriate conceptualization of climate (e.g., affective-affective; cognitive-cognitive).

Theoretically, our findings provide an interesting twist to assumed choices for composition models. Results supported our theory that referent-shift consensus may be used for more cognitively laden climate unit-level constructs whereas direct consensus appears to be the more appropriate composition model for more affectively laden unit-level constructs. Researchers should take note and begin to examine the cognitive and affective underpinnings of outcomes they are trying to predict and understand. The current research supports theory (e.g., Burke et al., 1992; DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus, 2010; Ortony et al., 1988; Thoresen et al., 2003) that an employee’s evaluation of his/her immediate work environment relative to oneself is driven more by affective relative to cognitive mechanisms. In contrast, an employee’s evaluation of his/her immediate work environment relative to the shared goals and interests of others inside and outside of one’s workgroup is driven more by cognitive mechanisms rather than affective mechanisms.

Also, our study highlights a methodological issue concerning how researchers might go about addressing reliability when measures of central tendency are considered as indicators of group-level constructs, and corrections for measurement unreliability in primary and meta-analytic studies. First, researchers could compute disattenuated group-level correlations using ICC2 values as predictor and criterion reliability estimates as noted above. If using the RBNL procedures (Raju & Brand, 2003; Raju et al., 1991) for such corrections within primary and meta-analytic studies, we suggest that researchers treat ICC2 values as assumed fixed reliability estimates given how Raju and colleagues defined reliability (see their Appendix A concerning reliability defined relative to true and observed scores). In addition, within primary studies, for example, researchers could estimate predictor and/or criterion reliability by administering two forms of a climate questionnaire, based on the same content, on one (or more) occasion(s) to the same employees. The correlation between the paired item or scale means on the two forms of the questionnaire would be the reliability estimate. This procedure would produce a coefficient of equivalence or a coefficient of equivalence and stability (if evaluated over multiple occasions), which arguably could be used for making reliability corrections within the RBNL meta-analytic framework.

In terms of practical implications, many practitioners develop and administer employee surveys to measure attitudes or morale. Our results suggest that stronger effect sizes would be obtained using direct consensus to measure climate. The added advantage of using direct consensus is that one could examine results at both the individual and the group level of analyses because the referent would be “I.” This would also allow practitioners greater flexibility in rolling up data to other organizational levels of interest. For example, many work units might occupy space in a certain functional division, and retaining the self as the referent would likely more easily allow aggregation up to the functional divisional level. In contrast, when examining performance-related outcomes for groups, teams, or other units of interest in relation to policies, procedures, and practices (i.e., climate variables) practitioners would likely benefit from using referent-shift consensus items for climate. Just as we encouraged researchers to better understand their unit-level criterion to better select the method of climate composition, the same encouragement is shared with practitioners.
Limitations and Directions for Future Work

Unfortunately, we were unable to test Hypothesis 2 because we only found one study that used direct consensus for operationalizing concern for customers. We were also not able to test Hypothesis 6 because there were only two relationships involving job attitudes for concern for customers. Indeed, drawing strong inferences from our analyses for concern for customers climate would be premature, given the low $k$ and the resulting effect size instability. However, we note that the standard deviations of the effects are not large for Customer Service (range: .06–.08), which suggests that the effects in the observed studies are consistent and less prone to error. Also, although the estimates are based on a small number of studies, we note a large number of groups (463 to 1267) and individuals (11,353 to 49,591) went into each effect in the Job Performance and Customer Service categories. Therefore, although our results are interesting and somewhat informative, they are not conclusive. It is clear from our review of the literature that although great progress has been made with regard to investigating composition models in climate research, more primary research is needed. One suggestion for future research is to investigate the extent to which our theoretical contribution extends to other constructs. For example, how does the choice of referent affect relationships involving team conflict or team process variables? DeChurch and Mesmer-Magnus (2010) demonstrated that team process variables have cognitive underpinnings and through the lens of our results would suggest that team process be measured using referent-shift consensus. Future research may also examine the extent to which climate may be defined as having both an affective and cognitive component and if both were measured if this would be a better measure of the intended climate construct. A strong test of our hypotheses would be a primary study comparing group consensus, direct consensus, referent-shift consensus, and dispersion models of climate and multiple outcomes in one study.

Perhaps not surprisingly, very few studies report aggregation indices for criterion constructs. Indeed, none of the studies measuring customer service or attitudes provided aggregation data, and only 41% (42 of 102) of our job performance effect sizes provided aggregation data. Although results involving job performance were consistent with our expectation that climate-performance relationships matched by aggregation method will be stronger than mismatched relationships, we have no empirical data to assess whether the same holds true for customer service and attitudes. Thus, we would echo previous calls for future multi-level research studies to provide aggregation data for relevant criteria.

Conclusion

Aggregating data from the individual level to the group level is now a common and growing aspect of applied psychological research and practice. The present investigation contributes to this area of inquiry by explicating why and how different composition models for data aggregation may lead to different predictor-criterion relationships at the group level of analysis. In doing so, the present study underscores the need for researchers and practitioners alike to attend to the meaning and utility of aggregated data. The validity of aggregated data is no less important than the validity of individual scores; both are a function of the items and the persons responding.
Notes

1. We follow prior research and use the term “organizational climate” to describe group-level climates (James et al., 2008). In the current study we use this term to describe our focal level of climate: group/team/unit and only use this level in our analyses.

2. Some researchers refer to foundation climates as “molar climate” or “general climate” (e.g., Carr, Schmidt, Ford, & Deshon, 2003).
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